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NO ROOF III
April 6th, 2019 - 7:30pm 

Open-air concert walk from S:t

Johannes kyrka to Galleri 21

(In case of rain: Galleri 21)

Ying-Hsueh Chen (zK/TW), percussion

FRICTION
April 6th, 2019 - 7:30pm

Galleri 21

Down The Rabbit Hole (BE), 

percussion and objects

JONAS OLSSON 
April 10th, 2019 - 7:30pm

Inkonst

Jonas Olsson, piano and electronics

LES AUTOMATES 

DE DESCARTES
April 16th, 2019 - 8pm

Inkonst

Quatuor Impact (FR), string quartet

HERTZ
April 24th, 2019 - 9+10pm

Inter Arts Center, Red Room

A. Perini + F. Del Nero (Malmö), 

acousmonium

Double concert in collaboration with 

INTONAL

DANTE TANZI
Carte Blanche

April 27th, 2019 - 9+10+11pm

Inter Arts Center, Red Room

Dante Tanzi (IT), acousmonium

Triple concert in collaboration with 

INTONAL 

ARS NOVA ENSEMBLE
May 4th, 2019 - 8pm

Inter Arts Center, Red Room

Ars Nova Ensemble (Malmö)

Tickets: kulturcentralen.nu or at the door

Single concert: 50 SEK

Festival pass: 180 SEK 

April 24th/27th also accessible with 

INTONAL tickets

No Roof III: free of charge



Hertzbreakerz welcomes you to 
the second edition of SOUND 

SPACES festival of new music!

SOUND SPACES was born with the aim to provide the city of Malmö with new 
music, opening up the perspective towards the most cutting-edge

international sound-based practice.

SOUND SPACES is a window open to the present world of music creation, and 
this is clear from the numerous international composers and performers present 
in the program. For this reason, after a great participation to last year’s call for 

music, once again we’re including selected pieces by composers from all around 
the world, both instrumental and acousmatic.

Continuing the discourse started last year with the 
“No roof” concerts, the formula of open-air music 

performances kicks off the festival (April 6th) thanks 
to the phenomenal percussionist Ying-Hsueh Chen; the 
night continues with the Belgian trio “Down The Rabbit 
Hole”, with an experimental program involving objects, 

percussion and electronics. 

Nevertheless our special focus on pure acousmatic 
music is kept alive during two nights of live diffusion 
on the acousmonium of Inter Arts Center, a very rare 

occasion for the audience to experience live sound 
spatialization in Scandinavia on such an orchestra of diverse loudspeakers. For 

the occasion we invited Dante Tanzi, one of the masters of sound diffusion in 
Italy and initiator of the AUDIOR acousmonium.

Since last year many new things are also happening. We’re happy to start a 
partnership with Musik i Syd which is co-producing the concerts with Jonas 

Olsson (SE) and Quatuor Impact (FR). On top of this, our Malmö based group 
for new music Ars Nova Ensemble has reached a stable form, a constellation of 

flute, clarinet, violin, cello, two pianists and a sound engineer. This formation 
will close SOUND SPACES 2019 on the 4th of May at Inter Arts Center.

The artistic board:
Hertzbreakerz

Alessandro Perini / Francesco Del Nero / Jonatan Sersam



• YING-HSUEH CHEN • 
No Roof III

Percussion Vs. 
Architecture

concert walk from S:t 
Johannes kyrka to Galleri 21

April 6th, 2019 - 6pm

Ying-Hsueh Chen, Taiwanese percussionist based 
in Denmark, guides us in an open-air concert 
exploring the interstices between sound and 

public spaces.

«I am a woman percussionist with a slim 
physique, yet by nature I perform with lots of 

primitive power, intuition, and speed.
I have found out from my previous experiences 
that the most outstanding concerts I have given 
during these years took place in locations where 

the architecture of the venue sustained and 
connected to the repertoire as well as my style of 
performing music, aiming at the deepest “reptile 
brain”. In such concerts, it literally felt as if my 
whole being was supported and lifted almost 

in a magical way, and contemporary music 
became effortlessly accessible for the audiences. 
Some audiences who normally would not go to 

contemporary music concerts would express that 
they were surprised that performance moved 
some primordial area in them. Some parents 
would express that there young kids became 

very attentive during the performances. I knew I 
reached somewhere deep in them.»

In case of rain, the concert will take place 
indoors at Galleri 21.
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April 6th, 2019 - 8pm
Galleri 21

Michael Pisaro   a druM acted uPon friction,   
    gravity and electricity

siMon steen andersen  difficulties Putting it into   
    Practice

hugo Morales Murguia  \_/ for aMPlified triangle

robin hoffMan   birkhahn studie

elena rykova   life exPectancy nr. 2

Photo: Vanja Babic

• DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE • 
Frictions



• DOWN THE RABBIT HOLE • 
Frictions

Down the Rabbit Hole is a music collective founded in 
summer 2017 and co-directed by clarinetist Filipa Botelho 
(Portugal), percussionist Kaja Farszky (Croatia) and cellist 
Hanna Kölbel (Germany). 

«Hailing from throughout Europe, we are committed to 
the emerging scenes within contemporary music, identi-
fying with the art of nerdy entertainment and thus pushing 
borders by building new dramaturgies for sound crea-
tions.
Identified as performers of contemporary music we natu-
rally search for extended techniques: we are wild curators 
of our concert programmation and indulge into setting up 
a superb performance space.

As a music collective, we love to challenge and support 
fascinating creative artists to follow their ideas. To make 
this juicy newness happen we play acoustic instrument, 
voice, touch, light…all to spark the senses of our young, 
old, big and small audiences.»

Photo: Emir Memedovski



• JONAS OLSSON •
Labyrinths in sound

April 10th, 2019 - 8pm
Inkonst 

The Swedish pianist Jonas Olsson has established himself as one of 
the most adventurous pianists on the Scandinavian new music sce-
ne today. Very important influences came from studying with Pierre 
Laurent Aimard in Cologne and from working intensely with Pier-
re Boulez as a member of the Lucerne Festival Academy between 
2006 and 2009, where he took on several big solo parts, including 
“sur Incises” and “Répons” by Boulez and “Des canyons aux étoil-
es” by Messiaen. Jonas’ repertoire comprises a large selection of 
works from the most important late 20th century composers.

PrograM

Michelle agnes Magalhaes on My volcano grows the grass

vassos nicolaou  etudes 5, 2 and 13
Miharo ogura   labyrinthe

victor varela   Modigliani Portrait

luigi nono   ...sofferte onde serene...

in collaboration with Musik i syd





Through the bodies of 
four musician-machines, “Les 
Automates de Descartes” invites the 
audience to question the reality of what we 
see and what we hear. Playing with sonic and visual 
illusions, Quatuor Impact challenges the traditional 
relationship between sound and gesture, human and machine, 
musicians’ bodies and the space they inhabit.

The program is composed of five works for string quartet. Each 
work incorporates elements of choreographed movement, stage 
directions, or sonic theatre. The musicians perform with their 
instruments, move, dance, use pedals, neon lights, iPhones, and live 
electronics.

«What do I see from this window, if not hats and coats, which could 
cover phantoms or pretend men who move by springs? But I judge 
that they are real men, and thus I understand that what I thought 
to see through my eyes comes uniquely through the sole faculty to 
judge, which resides in my mind.»
René Descartes, “Méditations métaphysiques”

Impact are:
Szuhwa Wu, Violin / Irène Lecoq, Violin 
Julia Robert, Viola / Anaïs Moreau, Cello



Program:

alessandro Perini   les autoMates de descartes 
alexandros Markéas  obsessions

siMon steen-andersen  study for string instruMent #1
natacha diels   nightMare for Jack

siMon løffler   b

in collaboration with Musik i syd

 • QUATUOR IMPACT •
Les Automates de Descartes

April 16th, 2019 - 8pm

Inkonst



• HERTZ •
Alessandro Perini  

Francesco Del Nero
April 24th, 2019 - 9+10pm

Inter Arts Center, Red Room  

SOUND SPACES festival is back with an acousmonium ready 
to diffuse a selection of historically established and brand new 

electronic and acousmatic pieces. Around 30 speakers will be set 
up for an immersive sound experience, guided by the performance 

of Alessandro Perini and Francesco Del Nero. 
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Photo: Natalie Eriksson

The program will be announced right before the concert since it’ll 
be built around two or more pieces selected from this year’s call for 
music, in line with the concept of the festival which aims to open a 

window to the practice of composition all around the world.

The call for music is becoming an increasingly important part of the 
festival and two more selected pieces will be presented in the final 
concert performed by the Malmö based Ars Nova Ensemble on the 

4th of May at Inter Arts Center.

in collaboration with intonal



• DANTE TANZI •
Carte blanche

April 27th, 2019 - 9+10+11pm 
Inter Arts Center, Red Room

Acousmatic music on 24+ 
speakers

 

Dante Tanzi is an Italian composer and 
performer of acousmatic music, and founding 

member of the AUDIOR association with which 
he built the AUDIOR acousmonium.

L’illusion acoustique by Marc Favre is a great 
fresco started in 1980 and the completion of 

which is still unknown, as it corresponds to 
the composer’s death. This series of work is 

dedicated to the “Expérience acoustique” of 
François Bayle and to the “Comment une figue 

de paroles et pourquoi” by Francis Ponge.

Night of Enchantment written by Erik Mikael 
Karlsson in collaboration with Fredrik 

Ekman is a musical radio-drama for reciting 
voices, soprano, tenor, prepared piano and 

synthesizer, homage to Luchino Visconti. The 
drama develops according to a symphonic 
conception in nine sections that include a 

prologue and an epilogue. 

Grande Polyphonie by François Bayle is 
a piece in five movements, lively in color, 

gradually muscular in the orchestration of the 
first to the fifth most developed polyphony, 

the duration of which is equivalent to all 
the previous ones, and which seems to sail 

towards the high seas, through fragments of 
memories of the composer’s native Africa. 

. 



9PM

Marc favre

 
l’illusion acoustique / 8°griMoire 

[38:00]

l’œuvre au noir (sPhères en 
MoveMent) 

l’œuvre au vert (vibrations de la 
Mer de lait) 

l’œuvre au rouge 
l’œuvre au blanc 

10PM

erik Mikael karlsson / 
fredrik ekMan

 
night of enchantMent 

[44:30]

11PM

françois bayle 

grande PolyPhonie 
[36:22]

in collaboration with intonal



• ARS NOVA ENSEMBLE •

May 4th, 2019 - 8pm
Inter Arts Center, Red Room

PrograM

kristin boussard  lina stöga

Joanna bailie   trains

karin rehnqvist  beginning

two Pieces froM the call for Music, t.b.a.



Photo: Natalie Eriksson

Ars Nova Society was originally founded in 1961 as an association 
for contemporary music and played an important role in the inde-
pendent musical life of southern Sweden and especially in Malmö. 
Contextually, in 1986 an ensemble devoted to the performance 
of new music was formed gathering freelance musicians as well 
as members of the Malmö Symphony Orchestra. Ars Nova Ensem-
ble released two CDs (“Contemporary Swedish Music” – 1991; “All 
Digital” – 1995) and went on tour in Sweden, Denmark, Poland and 
Germany.

After few years of inactivity, in 2017 the ensemble was enriched 
with a new generation of performers from Malmö, who gave fresh 
impetus to its life and in 2018 it reached its final formation: Aga-
ta Tuchołka, flute; Natalie Eriksson, clarinet; Madalena Rodrigues, 
violin; Hillevi Hillerud, cello; Francesco Del Nero, piano; Jonatan 
Sersam, piano; Alessandro Perini, electronics.



Hertzbreakerz

Francesco Del Nero
Alessandro Perini
Jonatan Sersam

Ars Nova Ensemble

Francesco Del Nero
Natalie Eriksson
Hillevi Hillerud

Alessandro Perini
Madalena Rodrigues

Jonatan Sersam
Agata Tuchołka

Call For Music 
Jurors

section A

Francesco Del Nero
Natalie Eriksson

Luca Francesconi
Alessandro Perini

Madalena Rodrigues
Jonatan Sersam
Agata Tuchołka

section B

Tine Surel Lange
Francesco Del Nero
Alessandro Perini
Jonatan Sersam

Special Thanks To

Kent Olofsson
Josef Söreke



in
collaboration

with:

1 • S:t Johannes kyrka
2 • Malmö Konsthall
3 • Galleri 21
4 • Inkonst
5 • Inter Arts Center
        No Roof III path
    No Roof III starting place
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Triangeln

Teaterhögskolan

Pildammsparken



www.hertzbreakerz.wordpress.com

www.facebook.com/hertzbreakerz
www.instagram.com/hertzbreakerz

www.twitter.com/hertzbreakerz


